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Abstract. In many tourist sites have been incorporate box to allow people 

interchange experience, written comments and valuation about products or 

services. Many of the tourists planning decision are based on third-party 

opinions. Text mining is the discipline that extracts information from written 

text by users/consumers in natural language to be understood by a computer 

system. In this paper is presented a text mining process to obtain classification 

rules in order to identify context information and consumer’s preferences from 

a review. User’s preferences are different according with a situation or context 

in which the review was expressed. This approach was exemplified by a case 

study using reviews from www.tripadvisor.com. 

Keywords: Contextual Information, Mining opinion, Text Mining, 

Classification tools, Tourism reviews. 

1   Introduction 
Reviews comments are one of the most powerful and expressive source of user 

preferences. Product review forums and discussion groups are popular ways for 

consumers to exchange their experiences with a product [1] [2] [3]. There is growing 

evidence that such forums inform and influence consumers’ purchase decisions [1] [2] 

[4]. These reviews provide valuable information about consumer’s behaviour that can 

be used to infer preferences and interests about future products. However, usage of 

this information is not an easy task due to the difficulties of incorporating 

unstructured data [5]. The consumer reviews are in free form text and they prefer to 

use natural language to express their opinion. It is difficult for a program to 

“understand” the text information and use these data. Several approaches using 

artificial intelligence techniques and text mining address the problem of identifying 

consumer’s ratings for a product [4] [6].  However, there is a problem that has been 

less addressed in research until now but it is not less important, this problem is the 

identification of context information embedded in consumer’s reviews.  

This paper presents a process to extract context information from consumer’s 

reviews. This process uses text mining techniques to classify each sentence of review 

into two categories “Contextual” and “Preferences”. The classification process is 

critical process to star using relevant information from a review. The quality of the 
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applications results that use reviews highly relies on the accuracy of the classification 

results.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Related works are presented in 

Section 2. Section 3 provides a brief introduction of the text mining and consumer’s 

reviews. Section 4 presents the detail of the classification process. Case study is given 

in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and provides directions for future 

research. 

2.  Related works 

Several approaches using artificial intelligence techniques and text mining address 

the problem of identifying consumer’s ratings or opinion (positive or negative) for a 

product [4] [6] from consumer’s reviews.  Sentiment analysis is focused on the 

extraction of the relevance of product’s feature based on sentiments of consumer 

reviews expressed in review sentences. While, in sentiment classification the reviews 

are analysed the polarity (positive or negative) of reviews. 

Pang and Lee [6] focused on sentiment analysis of product reviews. Natural 

Language Processing (NLP) and supervised and unsupervised learning techniques are 

used on sentiment analysis. In [7] a NLP linguistic processor is used to parse review 

opinions and extract frequent products features. And association rules are created to 

extract the explicit product features in review comments.  Recently, Yang [8] 

proposed the use of class association rules and naïve Bayes classifier to classify 

product features without using natural language processing. The performance of NLP 

is poor in reviews with grammatical errors and unknown terms; it is usually in all the 

reviews write on free text form.   

The sentiment classification relies with the classification of the reviews based on 

their polarity (positive or negative). In [9] and [10]  nouns, adjectives and other words  

which are indicative of positive or negative opinions are identify and based on these 

words are classify the reviews into positive and negative.   Also, mutual information 

between term phrases and positive and negative words are used in [11].  In [12] text 

mining tools are used to obtain rules to classify sentences in bad or good categories.  

All of the previous approaches analyse reviews to extract product’s features, 

opinions and classify opinions but they did not capture the context in which the 

reviews was expressed. The existing approaches do not provide context analysis. In 

this work, we propose the use of text mining tools to obtain classification rules to 

identify contextual and preferences sentences into a review. 

 

3.  Text Mining and consumer’s review 

The purpose of text mining is to extract relevant information from unstructured 

sources (text). Techniques from data mining, machine learning, natural language 

processing (NLP), information retrieval (IR), and knowledge management are used in 

text mining process [13].  Figure 1 shows the operational process of text mining 

which is implemented by the following steps: 1) preprocessing of document 
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collections (text categorization, information extraction, term extraction), 2) the 

storage of the intermediate representations, the techniques to analyze these 

intermediate representations (such as distribution analysis, 3) clustering, trend 

analysis, and association rules), and 4) visualization of the results. This paper is 

focused on steps 1, 2 and 3 for mining contextual and preferences information from 

reviews.  

 

 

Fig. 1. Text mining process [13]. 

The problem of determining where a sentence written by consumers express their 

preferences is no simple. It is also about context information. Without such 

information, any preference is of little practical use. So one should not only talk about 

preferences extraction from consumer’s reviews, but also about the context 

information that preferences have been expressed upon. Here context information can 

be a date when the review was written, weather condition, trip objective, etc. For 

example a consumer might prefer chip hotels when he travels with his family for 

holydays but he prefers expensive hotels when he makes business trips. We should 

realize that context information is also important in terms of mining opinion or 

reviews. There are a number of approaches for mining consumer’s opinion including 

many automated approaches based on information retrieval, machine learning and 

natural languages approaches. Each approach also has many specific techniques, for 

example, in machine learning approach can be used any machine learning algorithm 

[4].  However, the problem is still the accuracy of information classification and 

solving the associated problems.  The reason is that we are dealing with natural 

language processing.  Thus, we need to be able to analyze the natural language text 

accurately to identify and extract user’s preferences and the context on which 
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preferences have been expressed. In this paper we present a text mining process to 

Classify reviews sentences into two categories “Contextual” and “Preferences”. 

4   Review’s classification process  

The classification process follows the implementation of text mining process 

described in [12] to classify review’s sentences in digital camera domain into good, 

bad and quality categories.  Once the sentences have been classify into one category, 

they can defines a set of metrics to obtain the value that reviewer gives to some 

feature of a digital camera. In this paper we apply this process in order to identify 

context and preference information in tourism domain and not only the value that 

reviewer gives about feature of the product. In this paper each sentence in the review 

is selected and classified into two categories: “Contextual” and “Preferences”.    

As is defined in [12] shallow parser and classification algorithms based on term 

frequencies do not provide good results due the size of the sentences involved in the 

classification process.  So, rule based classification techniques are employed.  As 

described before, two categories have been defined to classify the sentences: 

“Contextual”, and “Preferences”. “Contextual” category groups those sentences that 

contain information about the context in which the review have been expressed. 

“Preferences” category groups those sentences that contain information about some 

features that consumer have evaluated.  

The Text-Miner Software Kit (TMSK) and the Rule Induction Kit for Text 

(RIKTEXT) have been used to obtain the classification rule sets [14]. TMSK 

generates a dictionary from a set of documents (sentences in our case) and converts a 

set of sentences into sparse vectors based on the dictionary. A previous preprocessing 

step has to be made to put the consumer reviews into an XML file. This format is 

required by TMSK.  The TMSK routine vectorize creates sparse vectors from XML 

text documents. The documents are converted into a spreadsheet format where each 

row corresponds to a document, and each column corresponds to a word from a 

dictionary. The dictionary and the vectors representing each category are used by 

RIKTEXT for learning a classifier. Figure 2 shows the inputs and outputs of both 

miner tools. 

RIKTEXT is a complete software package for learning decision rules from 

document collections. The rules are induced automatically from vector data and 

dictionary files.  

The best rule set is selected based on a combination of complexity and error-rate 

considerations. RIKTEXT finds the rule set with the minimum error-rate and then 

finds a less complex rule set whose error-rate is reasonably close to this minimum 

error-rate. The concept of “reasonably close” is governed by the property set which 

specifies the number of standard errors. By default, this is set to 1, so that “reasonably 

close” means “within one standard error”. 
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Fig. 2. TMSK and RIKTEXT miner tools: input and outputs   

 

  

5. Case Study: Classifying tourist’s reviews  

 

Many tourism sites such as www.tripadvisor.com, www.virtualtourist.com, 

www.viajeros.com and www.travelpod.com enable consumers to exchange 

information, opinions and recommendations about destinations, tourism products and 

services, with sometimes diaries of travel experiences and ratings of a particular 

product or hotel.   In a study made by TripAdvisor .com 83% of the user write travel 

reviews [15]. Online travel review writers are mostly motivated by a concern for other 

consumers, helping a travel service provider and needs for extraversion/positive self-

enhancement. In [16] the role and impact of online reviews as useful tourist 

information providers are investigated. They found that 20% of consumers rely on 

other user’s reviews when planning a trip and looking at other tourists’ comments and 

travel blogs is the most popular online activity  [15 ].  

Decision making tools utilized in tourism sites need the automatic discovery, 

analysis and generalization of tourism consumer opinions, especially via the 

automatic recognition of tourist preferences and satisfactions when they consum 

tourism products.  

A case study was conducted in tourism domain where users write opinions about 

hotels, restaurants, trips, etc.  The objective was getting a set of classification rules of 

“Contextual” and “Preferences” categories. The data we used are 100 reviews from 

www.tripadvisor.com arbitrarily selected from 30 millions of available reviews. Since 

the reviews were not in XML format, a special processing program was necessary to 

transform the data.  Each sentence of each review is treated as a document. 316 

sentences have been obtained for the “Preferences” category and 185 sentences for 

“Contextual” category.  Once the data is in XML format, it is ready to be processed 

by TMSK to generate the dictionary and a set of labeled vectors. A dictionary of 1250 

words was generated. These were then used to generate vectors. The vectors have 

been splitted into training and tests portions. Test cases are selected randomly in 

RIKTEXT and we specified how many cases should be used for testing. We choose 

two-thirds of the available cases for training and the rest for testing.  
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The results are presented in Table 1. As you can see, it displays a number of rule 

sets to classify review sentences in “Preference” category.  

 

Table 1.  Rule Set to Classify Sentences into Preference Category 

 

 
 

Each rule set is numbered under the column “RSet”. A “*” delineates the rule set 

with the minimum error rate. A “**” indicates the best rule set according to the error 

rate and simplicity. “Rules” is the number of rules in the rule set. “Vars” indicates the 

total number of conjuncts in the left-hand-side of the rules. The column “Train Err” 

gives the error-rate of the rule sets on the training data. “Test Err” is an error-rate 

estimate and Test SD is the standard deviation of the estimate. “Mean Var” is the 

average number of variables of the resampled rule set that approximates in size the 

rule set for the full data. “Err/Var” gives an indication of the quality of the solution. 

 The chosen rules are those that have minimum error rate or are very close to 

the minimum but may be simpler than the  minimum (**). Precision, recall and f-

measure obtained from training and test cases are shown at the end of the table.  
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Table 2 shows the rule set obtained to classify review sentences in “Contextual” 

category. 

 

 

Table 2.  Rule Set to Classify Sentences into Contextual Category 

 

 

 
  

 

For each review sentence is performed a set of rules and if any rule can be applied 

the sentence is classify in this category. A dictionary with related words and 

synonymous have been created to identify into reviews the words involved on rules 

due that the word involved in a rule can be write by the user in different ways.  For 

example the word “loved” found in rule 22 to classify “Preferences” category can be 

written by the user in a review as “love”.  

5.1  Evaluation 

Once we have obtained the rule set to classify review sentences we have performed 

a controlled experimentation to evaluate the classification rule set. 
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50 new reviews from www.tripadvisor.com have been used to obtain the sentences 

that contain contextual information and the sentences with preferences’ information. 

The amount of sentences involved in reviews varies between 1 and 14 sentences with 

an average of 6.5 sentences.  The set of rules obtained in the previous section is 

applied to each sentence of the new reviews to classify it into one category. For 

example we applied the set rule in the review shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

 

 Fig. 3. One of the consumer’s reviews from www.tripadvisor.com used in the case study. 

 

The first sentence has been classified into the “Contextual” category. The second 

sentence has been classified into the “Preference” category and the last sentence is 

irrelevant because none of the rules has been applied as it is illustrated in the 

following: 

 

Sentence 1: I stayed there for a business trip and the weekend 

in mid February 2010.  

Contextual rules: rule 3, rule 11 

Preferences rules: none 

Classification: CONTEXTUAL  
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Sentence 2: While I've been to Paris frequently I still 

struggled to find a hotel that is privately run and that offers 

good value with friendly staff. 

Contextual rules: none 

Preferences rules: rule 12, rule 17, rule 20 

Classification: PREFERENCES 

Sentence 3: The Apollon offered just this with a small but 

spotless bath room and a comfy bed and nice interior design.  

Contextual rules: none 

Preferences rules: rule 17 

Classification: PREFERENCES 

Sentence 4: It's located in the Montparnasse residential area so 

instead of views of the Champs Elysees you find a flower shop 

over the street and other essentials for Paris neighborhoods 

like brasseries with oysters up the street opposite the metro 

station 

Contextual rules: none 

Preferences rules: rule 1, rule 12 

Classification: PREFERENCES 

 

Sentence 5: Hope this helps you. 

Contextual rules: none 

Preferences rules: none 

Classification: IRRELEVANT SENTENCE 

 

 

326 sentences have been classified of which 63 have been classified into the 

Contextual category, 71 into the Preferences category and 194 are irrelevant because 

nothing of the rules has been applied. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show a resume of the 

experiment performed to classify reviews into Contextual and Preference categories 

respectively. In both cases we collect reviews about hotel and restaurants. The vertical 

axis presents the amount of sentences that have been classified in “Contextual” and 

“Preferences” respectively. This classification has been made using the automatic 

process described in previous sections and in order to evaluate the accuracy of the 

automatic classification we manually performed a classification process. For the 50 

new reviews, we manually have evaluated each one of the sentences in order to 

identify if the sentences contain contextual information and preferences information. 

In both figures blue colour identifies the manual classification, while red colour 

identifies automatic classification.   As we can see in both figures, a big amount of 

sentences have been well classified (red bar and blue bar coincides).   
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Fig. 4. Experimental results obtained in the classification of sentences in Contextual category. 

 

 

 

Table 3.  Resume of the result obtained in the experiment. 

 

 

Fig. 5. Experimental results obtained in the classification of sentences in Preference category. 

 

 

Comparing the result obtained using text mining process with the result obtained 

manually we can see that sentences of 8 reviews have been bad classified into 
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Contextual category and sentences of 12 reviews have been bad classify into 

Preferences category. Analyzing these cases we have observed that the rules have 

been applied, however some rules are not specific enough to determine if the sentence 

refers to preferences’ information. It is the case of the application of rule 1 in Table 1 

on the sentence 4 of review show in Figure 3.  The word “like” does not refer to a 

desire or wish, it refers to equal or equivalent.  Another reason of the differences of 

results is that there are some “Contextual” and “Preferences” sentences that are not 

consider by the rules. The results presented in the  

 

 

6.   Conclusions 
This paper presents an automatic identification process of reviews containing 

information about user’s preferences and information about the context in which this 

review was written. The identification of such information is not an easy task. The 

main problem is dealt with natural language used by reviewers to write their opinion. 

The process presented in this paper uses classification rules obtained from text mining 

tools. A case study on tourism domain was carry out to evaluate the accuracy of the 

rules to classify sentences into two categories; “Contextual” and “Preferences”. 100 

reviews from www.tripadvisor.com have been used for training and test in the rule 

generation process. 50 new reviews from the same site have been used on an 

experiment to evaluate the accuracy of the rule to classify reviews sentences in these 

categories. The results obtained are considered good due that there were only 12 

reviews with classification sentences errors using automatic classification in relation 

to the use of manually classification. Based on this result we can say that the 

automatic identification of contextual and preferences information can be made 

accurately using the text mining techniques presented in this papers. In further work 

we will try to refine the rules using stem dictionary in order to improve the 

classification process in sentences with words with different meaning such as like, 

have, etc. 
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